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(Granted under the act of March 3, 1883, as 
amended April 30, 1928; 370 (0. G. 757) 

This invention relates to condenser tubes and 
it has a particular relation to inserts for pre 
venting the corrosion of the tubes adjacent to 
their inlet ends by the Water passing there 

63 through. 
Modern condenser design makes use of high 

Water velocities in the condenser tubes in order 
to secure improved heat transfer rates of the cool 
ing surface and thereby reduce the size of the unit 

ge required for a given heat load. These high wa 
ter velocities cause the early failure of the inlet 
ends of the condense tubes due to impingement 
erosion and electro-chemical corrosion of the tube 
Ematerial. This action is especially, severe in 

25 condensers employing tubes which are rolled and 
expanded into the condenser header plates, as 
the cold working of the tube nateria at the in 
let end of the tube serves to Weaken it stric 
turally and produce fatigue so that its resist&nce 

gi to the destructive forces imposed by the high 
velocity of the Water entering the tube is reduced. 

these disadvantages were overconne by COE - 
stricting the protectors of soft ribber, &S dis 
closed in Ely Patent, No. 2,3,5,10, granted iéay 

SS 9, i939, it it. SOEine difficuity 2s beer experienced 
in inserting the protectors in the inlet ends of 
the condense tubes, this difficulty gas calised 
by the fact, that types of cements adequate to 
properly sectie the protectors is position would 

32 freeze to the metal of the tube immediately upon 
contact there with, with the result that the soft 
materia of the protector void buckle in St 
tempting to force it into its Ea position within 
the tie. When it is considered that & Elodiers 

SS surface condense contains several thousand 
. tubes, each of which last be equipped with a 

protector, the cielay occasioned by the above 
nerationed freezing and bucking Will innedi 
ately he apprett. 

is he principal object of the present inventioE). 
is the giovision of as coadense title insert have 
ing not; only improved inspirage neat erosion and 
electrocaenice corrosior 'esistieg characteristics 
over the protector which is the subject of ny 

&E above mentioned patent but which is relatively rigid and seif-supporting logitudinally and ca 
pable of being quickly and easily positioned in 
the inlet end of 8 contierser tube with a . Eight 
drive fit, eyes. When coated with cereat. 

S; Another object of the invention is the provision 
of a concense the protector of the character 
described which is fabricated from a thermo-set 
ting initisible material such as a phenol-forinal 
dehyde product, or hard rubber having the proper 

55 percentage of sulphur and capable of withstand 

ing the relatively high temperatures encountered 
without softening. - 
A further and important object of the invention 

is the provision of a protector insert fabricated 
from a phenolic material of the thermo-setting 6 
type which may be secured in a condenser tube 
with a drive fit and which has the additional 
function of also being capable of use with a 
thermo-setting cement if so desired, that is to 
E. cement which Sets only when subjected to 
88. - 

With these and other objects in view, as well 
as other advantages that may be incident to the 
use of the improvernents, the invention consists 
in the parts and combinations thereof herein- is 
after set forth and claimed, with the understand 
ing that the several necessary elements coin 
stituting the same may be varied in proportior 
8.ind arrangement without departing from the 
nature and scope of the invention, as defined in ea 
the appended claims, 

in order to Enake the invention more clearly 
understood, there are shown in the accompanying 
drawing, Eleans for carrying the invention into 
practical use, without limiting the improvements ges 
in their useful eggplication to the particular con 
struction, which, for the purpose of explanation, 
have been aside the subject of illustration. 

in the accorpaying drawing: 
Fig. is sa end elevational view of a condenser Se 

the protector constructed is accordance with the 
present, igAvexatio &nd 

Fig. 2 is a loggittadinal sectional view taken on 
ligae 2-3 of Eig. i. 

Referring to the drawing, a condenser tube B S 
is showya $2S eng Secred in & header piate 
of a strface code: Sea, the otite or inlet end of 
the tube eig fared as iridicated at 2. A tubu 
lar corrosier protector 63 fabricated fron a ma 
terial which is chemically iner with respect to ge 
the Enets of the tube and header plate, such as 
phenoi-formaldehyde, or had rubber having the 
prope, proportion of sphui, is secured within 
the inlet end of the condenser tube 8 by cement. 
The outer end of the protector 3 is flared and 46 
curved inwardly as at 8, so as to enclose the 
outer fire end 2 of the tube So as to effectively 
sea the juncture of the tube and plate against 
any electro-chemical action of the water or other, 
electrolyte passing through the tube. The pro- 6) 
tector 3 is contoured so as to provide a restricted 
throat; 3 snd its internal diarieter increases in 
wardly until it merges with the outside Wall of 
the protector, thus forming a feathered inner 
edge. The contour of the throat it corresponds sis 
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substantially to the contraction and enlargement 
of a stream of water passing through an orifice, 
thereby minimizing turbulence and the libera 
tion of air from the water and also eliminates 
impingement erosion and friction loss in the jet 
of water entering the tube. 

In assenbly, the faying surfaces of the tube 
and the protector are coated with a suitable 
cement and the protector tapped into its seating 
position within the tube, the exterior diameter of 
the protector being such as to provide a light 
drive fit. The relatively thin wall of the pro 
tector is sufficiently flexible in a radial direction 
to conform to the cross-sectional contour of the 
tube C in the event that the latter is slightly out 
'of round but the protector is sufficiently rigid or 
self-Supporting in a longitudinal direction to pre 
vent buckling when the tacky cement contacts 
with and freezes to the wall of the tube . 
A protector insert molded from phenol-fortinal 

dehyde is sufficiently stiff or rigid to enable a 
rapid assembly of the protectors in the condenser 
tubes and is, at the same time, sufficiently tough, 
elastic, and chemically inert to eliminate in 
pingement erosion and chemical corrosion here 
tofore encountered. This material, being ther 
mo-setting, is relatively infusible and capable of 
withstanding the relatively high teaperatures 
encountered without softening. Also, it ends 
itself readily to the use of a thermo-setting 
cement for securitag the protectors in the con 
denser tubes. When such a cennent is employed 
the protectors may be inserted in all of the tubes . 
and then live steam admitted to the vapor space . 
of the condensei, the eat of the staan Setting . 
the celeiat of all of the potectors at the SS.42e 
time. This type of cement cannot, however, be 
used successfully with soft riter protector in 
serts which require the tacky, Self-setting centent 

ag herein before described. A protector insert fairie 
cated fora hard rubbs having the proper Sui 
phir collent Ray, thosevex, be used with 3, 
hero-Seting cene, if diasised, 
From the foregoing it will bs apparent that a 

protector insert is provided that, ossesses all of 
the advantages of the protector disclosed in ray 
aforesaid patent aid st; the same is 8 Cze of a 
type that an Ry quickly and easily be sp385 to the 
ralty tubes of a surface cordie assi by asked 
laitor and with a raterial saying ira in 2 and 
sexese. 

it will be understood that the above description. 

2,225,815 
and accompanying drawing comprehend only 
the general and preferred embodiment of the 
invention and that various changes in construc 
tion, proportion and arrangement of the parts 
may be made within the scope of the appended 
claims without sacrificing any of the advantages 
of the invention. 
The invention described herein may be manu 

factured and/or Sed by or for the Government 
of the United States of America for governmental 
purposes without the payment of any royalties 
thereon or therefor. 

claia: 
i. Means for protecting from corrosion and 

erosion, the inlet end of a tube extending through 
a header plate of a surface condenser comprising 
a tubular insert of substantially infusible, ther 
Ino-Setting a nateria which is resistant to corro 
sion and capable of retaining its initial hardness 
in the presence of salt water and heat, said insert 
having sufficient longitudinal rigidity to permit it 
to be forced into the inlet end of said tube and 
sufficiently deformable radially to closely con 
form to irregularities in the cross-sectional con 
tour thereof, for absorbing the impact of media 
entering said tube. 

2. Means for protecting fron corrosion and 
erosion the inlet end of a tube extending through 
a header plate of a surface condenser comprising 
a tubular insert of phenolic material of the ther 
no-setting type which is resistant to corrosion 
and capable of retaining its initial 'hardness in 
the presence of Salt 27&ter &nd heat, said insert 
having sufficient longisaeinal rigidity to permit it. 
to be forced into tag illet, end of said tube and 
sufficiently deformatile racially to closely conform 
to irregularities is a (fossessestional contour 
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thereof for sisoring the in pack, as aedia enter 
ig SS di tuke. 

3. Rileans for p3'otecting fig's corrosion and 
2rosiog, th2 is let era of a 22e exte:ading through 
a header giate of a surface coatienser coin prising 
8 tubular insert cf hard rubier which is resistant 
to corrosion and capaisle of reisaining its initial 
hardness in the greSeE.2e of sait 7ater and heat, 
said inseri aayirag stagicie2k lengiitiinal gigidity 
to geri: it it to a forced laid the inlet exad of said 
the and stafficieSatly defonside is gisaily to 
closely 203 fosi to irreggarities in the gross-sec 

49 

tional contors thereof for absorbing the iragact t5) 
of raedia eatexiang said: i.e. 

EEOiS S. 3AY. 


